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Welcome to the first edition of HIALWAY! Through this newsletter, we will keep you apprised of the happenings at HIAL,
Phyang and Ladakh.
Our story started when His Holiness Drinkung Kyabgon Chetsang Rinpochey, one of the top leaders in Tibetan Buddhism
and the UN ambassador for mountain partnership, met with
Sonam Wangchuk, the founder of the SECMOL alternative
school. Sonam requested His Holiness to help the Himalayan
region in establishing an alternative university that would engage mountain youth in studies related to their own unique
environment and needs. His Holiness gave his blessings.
What is the need for such a university, you might ask? People in Ladakh and other mountain regions are not only an
ethnic and linguistic minority, but a climatic and technological minority as well. Therefore, solutions to our peculiar
problems cannot come from New Delhi or New York. To create the problem solvers and innovators of tomorrow, we are
building a higher education system where young people
can study and find indigenous solutions to the problems of
their own environments. It is to address these issues that an
alternative university called the Himalayan Institute of Alternatives, Ladakh (HIAL) is being set-up in Phyang.
The educational discipline at this university will be learning-by-doing and finding real-time solutions to real-life
problems. We are excited about this project and look forward to joining hands with you to create the world’s first Doers University.
Warmest Regards,
Gitanjali
Founding CEO

Vision for the University

Laying of the Foundation Stone
The first quarter of 2018 (April-June) was an important
one for HIAL with lots of new developments and a
burst of energy to go ahead with the university plan.
The university land was registered and HIAL celebrated its foundation stone laying day on May 27th,
2018. It was the world’s largest all natural foundation stone, inaugurated by H.H. Chetsang Rinpoche.
This day was celebrated by planting high-density
orchards in collaboration with Root2Fruit, Srinagar.
What better way to mark an auspicious day!

Sumbission of the University Bill
The HIAL team visited Srinagar to meet the Governor,
the CM, the Education Minister, the Vice Chancellor
and the Advisor to the government of J&K, for support on several matters pertaining to HIAL. The unstinted support of the Government towards the project was very encouraging.

From Left to Right - Gyal Wangyal, H.H. Chetsang Rinpoche,
Rigzen Jora at the foundation stone laying day ceremony

Meeting with the CM, ma’am Mehbooba Mufti

In June, HIAL submitted the University Bill and DPR
(Detailed Project Report) to the Education Department of Jammu & Kashmir, Srinagar.

Villagers planting apple trees on the
foundation stone laying day

MIEB visits SECMOL and HIAL
Mr. Vinod Tawde and family with HIAL and SECMOL team

A team of educationalists and the Education Minister of Maharashtra, Mr. Vinod Tawde, visited SECMOL and HIAL in April to learn and understand the
pedagogy of experiential learning. The Maharashtra
International Education Board (MIEB), an International Board that will eventually replace the State
Board will be formed this year. Sonam Wangchuk is
one of the Governing Council members of MIEB and
Ms. Gitanjali JB is advising its Curriculum Design & Development . The MIEB will be child-centric and follow the values of “near to far,” “known to unknown,”
and “local to global,” holistic education (3R to 3H)
and inculcation of higher order thinking skills in the
learners.

Ice Stupa representatives Felix Keller and Luzia along with Tsering Angchuk and SECMOL students played beautiful melodies inside
the Ice Stupa

The Ice Stupa Competition

H.H. Visits Ice Stupa
H.H. Chetsang Rinpoche visits the Ice Stupa in Phaterak

Who will build the highest Ice Stupa this winter?

After years of experimentation and multiple trials
and errors, communities within Ladakh are being
encouraged to build Ice Stupas themselves. The
Ice Stupa Project is organizing a region-wide competition to promote the use of this technology and
spread awareness on the issues faced by Ladakh
due to climate change. Participating communities
will be supported with a comprehensive equipment
kit and will also be trained by the experienced members of the team.
For more information, dial +91 1982 252421

Construction of Campus

Pre-cast - (Fibre Re-enforced
Earth Block)
Another milestone achieved this month is the start of construction
at the HIAL University site

Magsaysay Award

Pre-FREB Experiments at the HIAL University site

Pre-FREB (Fibre Re-enforced Earth Blocks) is a construction technique that is currently being innovated
and piloted at HIAL. The technique allows easy and
fast construction of houses with pre-fabricated panels made of straw reinforced clay.
The different construction techniques include
rammed earth, staw clay bricks and pre-fabrication.
Experiments are underway to test the strength and
building capacity of these blocks by building model
housing.
Construction for the first set of university buildings
have begun. These include the visitor centre, workshop for pre-freb, and staff quarters.

Sonam Wangchuk with the other Magsaysay awardees

Sonam Wangchuk was recognised by the Ramon
Magsaysay Foundation for his 30 years of collaborative and community-driven reform of learning systems
in Ladakh, which improved the opportunities of Ladakhi youth, and his constructive engagement in local
society to harness science and culture for economic
progress, which set an example for minority people in
the world.

Farmstays Ladakh: A Flashback

Glacial Solutions at Sikkim
Thupstan Dawa recently returned from a thirteen day
Sikkim trip where he worked with geologists, mineralogists and other experts on Glacier Lake Outburst Flood
(GLOF), a flood that occurs when a dam containing a
glacial lake fails.
After a landslide blocked the Phuktal River in 2014, the
Ice Stupa team devised a siphoning technique to reduce the water level. Impressed by this solution, the
Sikkim government hired the Ice Stupa team when the
South Lonak Lake was affected by GLOF.

H.H. supports the mothers of Phyang Village signing up
for Farmstays Ladakh

FarmStays Ladakh is an initiative of village mothers
in collaboration with HIAL. Mothers in Phyang Village
have converted their homes into a source of income
and cultural exchange by offering rooms in their
homes for rent to tourists. Visitors get to experience
Ladakhi culture, local exotic food and lifestyle, while
the mothers find a means to become self-sufficient.
“Because of the FarmStays initiative, I am hopeful
that my children won’t need to move to the city as
tourist guides,” said Ama Rigzin, one of the earliest
adopters of the FarmStays Ladakh project.

So far, the Ice Stupa team has installed 3 pipelines that
siphon water at 50 lps each without using power. The
research team is currently gathering and analyzing
data to understand the effectiveness of the solution.
The Sikkim government is also interested in building an
Ice Stupa in north Sikkim next year.

Ice man, Chewang Norpel sharing wisdom with the Ice Stupa team
Thupstan Dawa with GLOF experts in Sikkim

Installing pipes to siphon water from the South Lonak Lake

G

et to know the Team
Rigzen Mingyur
A co-lead for the Ice Stupa Project operations, Mingyur is an inspiration for his peers. In the harsh Ladakhi winter of 2016-2017,
he thrust his bare hands into a broken valve, saving thousands
of liters of ice cold water from seeping into the desert.
He is motivated by the changing climate trend. “The elders of
my village clearly recall snow and glaciers on mountains which
are now barren rock. I am here to prevent my fellow Ladakhis
from becoming climate refugees,” he states passionately.
Mingyur co-founded the Youth Association of Gya Meru and
now presides over it. He also runs an ecotourism lodge in Rumtse. He has spent the last four winters working towards improving and spreading the artificial glaciers in Ladakh and beyond.

People who Joined this Year

Athulya Pillai (Design Executive), Rigzin Mingyur (Co- lead Operation, Ice Stupa), Simant Verma (Project Manager, Ice Stupa), Smita Verma (Program Manager), Sonam Dorjey (Media
Executive), Thupstan Dawa (Technical Executive, Ice Stupa)

